1. Introduction. We consider the problem of minimizing a multiple integral 1=1
f(x, z, Dz)dx = I • • • I f(x, z, Dz)dxi ■ ■ ■ dx", where x=(xi, • • • , xn), z=(zi, ■ • • , z8), z is a function of x, and Dzk denotes the various partial derivatives of z* with respect to the Xj up to order vk. When it is necessary to be more explicit, we shall let i denote an w-dimensional vector with nonnegative integer coordinates, and write d{ = n d%.
We set | ¿| = 2^j ij, and if |i| =vk, denote D'zk by p\. These are the derivatives of zk of the highest order that appear.
It is supposed that each zk and its derivatives up to order vk -1 are continuous on a fixed domain G and take prescribed boundary values on the boundary G* of G, and that the derivatives of zk of order vk are piecewise continuous. We assume that the integrand / is continuous and has continuous partial'derivatives with respect to the arguments p\, for points (x, z, Dz) interior to a domain T. In the Weierstrass £-function, only the arguments p\ are varied. Hence we shall define Dz+P by the formula (Dz + P)\ = D\k for | * | <vk = D\k + Pk for | i | = vk, and assume for simplicity that the domain Fis such that (x, z, Dz+P) is in T whenever (x, z, Dz) is in T. Then we define
where the summation index k runs from 1 to q, and i varies over the set f*| =Vk-
We shall show that if 7 is a minimum then 8(x, z, Dz, Dz + P) ^ 0 whenever P has the form (i) pí = ck n («if1, ;-i
where Ck and a¡ are arbitrary. We may restrict attention to a point x of G near which all derivatives of z which appear are continuous, and consider only variations f of z which vanish outside a neighborhood of x. Then if we put
we see that in (x, f)-space, the minimizing manifold is f = 0, and /(x, 0, 0) =0. By a translation we may also suppose that the point x under consideration is the origin. We replace f by z and / by/, and understand in the proofs that any argument of/ or its partial derivatives which is not written is zero. In §2 we give the proof for the case g = 2, vi=\, v2 = 2, and in §3 treat the general case. The method of proof is an extension of that given by the author for the case when only first derivatives appear.2 2. A special case. We consider here an integrand f(x, Si, z2, Z>zi, Dz2, D2z2), where D2z2 stands for all the second derivatives DXjDXmz2, and no derivatives appear which are of higher order than those indicated. Let This inequality may be regarded as a generalized form of the Weierstrass condition, in which no partial derivatives of the integrand / appear. We obtain the ordinary form of the condition by dividing by (1-ei) and letting ei tend to one. In order to evaluate this limit we need the derivatives A'n, A2i and A& of An, A2i and yl22 with respect to «i at «i=l. Let Mß be the cofactor of Sß in the determinant Then from the equations (3) 3. The general case. We let n denote the maximum vk, and select tß satisfying 1 = eo > ei > • ■ • > e" > e"+i = 0.
With Lo and 0 chosen as in §2, we set Lß = Lo + (iß -1)0.
There are now /x + 1 domains Rß defined by (2), and the domain R which is their union is defined by the inequality O<LO<0. On Rß we set 
0 g Z (eo -eß+i)f(pß).
0=0
Then we divide (6) by (1 -«i) and let «i tend to unity. In order to evaluate the result we observe the following relations. If in the determinant A we put so = si=l, sg = e<, for <r>l, we find by differentiating the expansion of A on the first row that The last equality follows from (7), (8) and (9). So from (6) B^VklÍKa^, y-i and since we have assumed/(0) =0, the result has the form given in §1-
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